I live in a rural village in Somerset. We host tourist in the Summer from foreign countries, who are passing through from the Devon coast to see Stonehenge. Then on to London or the other way round. Many of them say they can't believe how hard it is to get public transport as the bus stops are not clearly marked and some don't have a timetable on the lamppost. Could there be a bus service to Stonehenge from a tourist office such as Cartgate roundabout services or Yeovil? This would enhance numbers of people staying in the area boosting income to the town. The tourist offices are fantastic for information but only if you have a car to get to them in the first place.

We use our campervan for holidaying in Scotland because they don't mind wild camping. We would stay in England more if there were places to wild camp. Campers on the whole don't leave mess behind them and are self-contained, so why penalise the people who love their countryside? We take holidays to get away from other people and relax near trees and fields but have to spend our money in Scotland which is a shame for the English countryside economy.
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